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Introduction: Melting processes that result from 

impacts occur at ultra-high temperatures and pressures. 
The resulting melts have minutes to hours to evolve 
and homogenize. Although a number of studies have 
shown that impact melt products are rather 
homogeneous [1-3], there is growing evidence for a 
certain geochemical and isotopic heterogeneity of 
impact melts [4-6]. This heterogeneity is considered to 
indicate the presence of different minerals and rock 
clasts from a heterogeneous precursor target in the 
melt and can, in turn, affect primary chemical and 
isotope features of impact melts [6, 7]. In this 
contribution, we characterize the petrology of impact 
melting in Janisjarvi impact crater whose target region 
was relatively simple in composition.  

Janisjarvi crater is located in southern Karelia, 
Russia. The meteoritic impact occurred at ~700 Ma 
[8]. Since the impact, the crater was deeply eroded by 
glacial activity and its present roughly oval in shape 
depression about 13 x 17 km in size is filled by 
Janisjarvi Lake [9]. Impact melts (tagamites) and 
suevites are exposed on three islands in the center of 
the lake and on Leppiniemi Cape in the western part of 
the lake. We studied chemical and Rb-Sr isotope 
characteristics of tagamites, clasts from tagamites, and 
suevites sampled on the islands and the Cape and also 
target rocks, collected from rare outcrops around the 
Janisjarvi lake and from southern areas.  

Chemical data: The impact target area is 
composed of a ~ 1.95 Ga sedimentary sequence that 
was metamorphosed at ~1800 Ma. The sequence has 
bimodal compositions and consists of low SiO2 - high 
Al2O3 metapelitic (Pl-Qrz-Gar-St-Bi schists) and 
subordinate (<10%) high SiO2 - low Al2O3 
metasandstones (Pl-Bi-Qtz schists). The rocks are 
thought to be representative of the impact target rocks 
because they are also present in clast assemblages of 
suevites and tagamites.  

In spite of wide variations in chemical composition 
of the target rocks and the presence of 5-25% of micro 
clasts of pelites and sandstones in the tagamites, the 
composition of the latter varies in a very narrow range. 
This implies strong homogenization of the target rocks 
in the impact melting and mixing processes. 
Concentrations of some elements (e.g., SiO2, Al2O3, 
TiO2, Fe2O3 ) in the tagamites are the same as in an 
average target rock (mixture of 90%-pelites and 10%-
sandstones). However, compared to this precursor, 
tagamites are enriched in �aO, Na2O, Sr, P, U, Zr, Hf, 
REE, Y and depleted in MgO, Cr, K2O, Rb and Cs.  

 

Rb-Sr isotope systematics: 
The target metasedimentary rocks show wide 

variations in Sr isotope compositions. Metapelites have 
on average higher Rb and Sr concentrations (Fig. 1) 
and 87Rb/86Sr ratios and are slightly more than 
sandstones (Fig. 2). On the Rb-Sr isochron diagram, 
these types of rocks plot along two distinct trends 
suggesting a difference in Sr isotopic compositions 
between their sedimentary precursors.  

 

 
Figure 1. Rb vs Sr diagram for the Janisjarvi impactites and 
target rocks.  

 
Figure 2. Rb-Sr isochrone diagram for the Janisjarvi 

impactites and target rocks.  
 
Tagamites are enriched in Sr, depleted in Rb and 

have lower 87Rb/86Sr and (87Sr/86Sr)700 ratios compared 
to metapelites as well as to an average target 
composition (figs. 1, 2). Although the data suggest a 
large-scale homogenization of the target rocks in the 
impact process, a complete homogenization and re-
equilibration of impact melt was not reached neither on 
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a macro- nor on a micro-scales. On the Rb-Sr diagram, 
tagamites from the islands and cape plot along two 
distinct trends which implies an incomplete mixing of 
the tagamites in the impact-generated magma lake (fig. 
2, 3).  

 
Figure 3. Rb-Sr isochrone diagram for the Janisjarvi 
tagamites and micro-fractions. 

 
The island tagamite’s trend has a slope with more 

or less realistic age (ca 1000 Ma). Two small (2-3 cm) 
strongly reworked pelitic clasts have higher 87Rb/86Sr 
and (87Sr/86Sr)700 ratios then the host tagamites. It 
suggests that in a system of tagamite – small clast a 
new isotopic equilibrium wasn’t reached in spite of a 
clear change of Rb-Sr system in the pelitic clasts: they 
are enriched in Sr, depleted in Rb and have lower 
87Rb/86Sr ratios compared to metapelites sampled 
outside the impact crater (Figs. 1, 2).  

The Cape tagamites trend has a negative slope 
meaning a future age. The similar “age” of –2 Ga was 
obtained for three micro (<0.1 mm) fractions from one 
of the Cape tagamite samples, which have been cleared 
from all visually recognized clasts and are thought to 
represent a real melt. Compared to the host whole-
rocks tagamite, the melt fractions have slightly higher 
87Rb/86Sr and lower 87Sr/86Sr ratios whereas micro-
clasts from this tagamite have lower 87Rb/86Sr and 
87Sr/86Sr ratios and are shifted in the opposite direction 
compared to the melt fractions. The data obtained 
suggest that a non-equilibrium mixture of tagamite 
liquid and micro-clasts might define the Rb-Sr isotope 
system in the studied whole-rock tagamite samples. 
The negative slope might be the result of a partial 
micro-scale re-equilibration of tagamitic liquid and 
adjacent clasts with different Rb-Sr isotope 
compositions.  

Discussion and conclusion: The data obtained 
indicate that a relatively simple composition of the 
Janisjarvi impact target allows us to use geochemical 
and isotopic approaches to study petrology of impact 
melting. An enrichment of the tagamites in many 

elements, but their depletion in K, Rb and Cs 
compared to the target rocks cannot be explained by 
100% melting of precursor rocks or by an addition to 
the impact melt clasts, which was modified in 
consequence of a selective element condensation from 
a vapor impact cloud [10]. On the other hand, most of 
the geochemical and isotopic data can be explained by 
assuming that the impact melt was formed as a partial 
melt or as a mixture of 100%-melt + partial melt. K, 
Rb and Cs might be lost with fluid during shock-
breakdown of biotites of the rocks target. The proposed 
processes might occur in precursor rocks of the outer 
zones of the impact crater and in clasts imputed into 
impact melt. The obtained evidence that Rb-Sr isotope 
re-equilibrium between impact melt and clasts of the 
target rocks wasn’t attained even on a micro (0.1 mm) 
scale show that most important factor for the isotope 
equilibration in the Earth magmatic system is time: no 
time in impact melting process – no equilibrium of 
isotope systems.  

Further work: The obtained data is a first step in 
an attempt to recognize petrology of impact melts. To 
verify our speculations we are going to study also 
experimentally shocked samples of different rocks. 
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